Early Results from the Q_{weak} Experiment
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Abstract. A subset of results from the recently completed Jefferson Lab Q\textsubscript{weak} experiment are reported. This experiment, sensitive to physics beyond the Standard Model, exploits the small parity-violating asymmetry in elastic $\vec{e}p$ scattering to provide the first determination of the proton’s weak charge $Q\textsubscript{p}^w$. The experiment employed a 180 $\mu$A longitudinally polarized 1.16 GeV electron beam on a 35 cm long liquid hydrogen target. Scattered electrons in the angular range $6^\circ < \theta < 12^\circ$ corresponding to $Q^2 = 0.025$ GeV$^2$ were detected in eight Cerenkov detectors arrayed symmetrically around the beam axis. The goals of the experiment were to provide a measure of $Q\textsubscript{p}^w$ to 4.2% (combined statistical and systematic error), which implies a measure of $\sin^2(\theta_w)$ at the level of 0.3%, and to help constrain the vector weak quark charges $C\textsubscript{1u}$ and $C\textsubscript{1d}$. The experimental method is described, with particular focus on the challenges associated with the world’s highest power LH2 target. The new constraints on $C\textsubscript{1u}$ and $C\textsubscript{1d}$ provided by the subset of the experiment’s data analyzed to date will also be shown, together with the extracted weak charge of the neutron.

1 Introduction

We report the results obtained from the analysis of data collected during the commissioning run of the Q\textsubscript{weak} experiment [1] performed at Jefferson Lab (JLab). The experiment provides a precise measure of the $\vec{e}p$ scattering asymmetry at low $Q^2$. While representing only about 4% of the total data collected in the experiment, the commissioning data presented here already provide the most precise $\vec{e}p$ parity-violating electron scattering (PVES) asymmetry ever measured. Combined with the small $Q^2$ chosen for the experiment, and including the results of less precise, higher $Q^2$ data to constrain hadronic corrections, a reliable extraction of the threshold quantity $Q\textsubscript{p}^w$ is obtained for the first time. The weak charge of the proton ($Q\textsubscript{p}^w$) is the neutral-weak analog of the proton’s electric charge [2].

For a target with $Z$ protons and $N$ neutrons, the weak charge can be expressed in terms of the axial electron, vector quark weak charges of the up and down quarks $C\textsubscript{1i} = 2g\textsubscript{A}^i g\textsubscript{V}^i$ according to $Q_w(Z,N) = -2(C\textsubscript{1u}(2Z+N) + C\textsubscript{1d}(Z+2N))$ [3]. For the proton target used in the experiment reported here, $Q_w(p) = -2(2C\textsubscript{1u} + C\textsubscript{1d})$. However, in order to extract the two unknown vector quark weak charges $C\textsubscript{1u}$ and $C\textsubscript{1d}$, a second equation is required. Precise measurements of atomic parity violation (APV) in $^{133}$Cs [31] provide this second equation: $Q_w(^{133}\text{Cs}) = -2(188C\textsubscript{1u} + 211C\textsubscript{1d})$. Finally, the resulting vector quark weak charges can in turn be used to determine the weak charge of the neutron: $Q_w(n) = -2(C\textsubscript{1u} + 2C\textsubscript{1d})$.

2 Formalism

The asymmetry measured in the experiment is the difference over the sum of the elastic $\vec{e}p$ scattering cross section for electrons with positive and negative helicity,

$$A_{ep} = \frac{\sigma_+ - \sigma_-}{\sigma_+ + \sigma_-}. \quad (1)$$
Table 1. Recent calculations of $\Delta V_{\gamma Z}(E,Q^2)$ and its uncertainty at the kinematics of this measurement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>$\Delta V_{\gamma Z}(E,Q^2)$</th>
<th>$\Delta\Delta V_{\gamma Z}(E,Q^2)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gorchtein, et al. [5]</td>
<td>0.0026</td>
<td>0.0026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibirtsev, et al. [6]</td>
<td>0.0047</td>
<td>+0.0011 −0.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rislow, et al. [7]</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gorchtein, et al. [8]</td>
<td>0.0054</td>
<td>0.0020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall, et al. [9]</td>
<td>0.0056</td>
<td>0.00036</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This asymmetry may be described at tree level in terms of electromagnetic, weak, and axial form factors as

$$A_{ep} = A_0 \left[ \frac{\epsilon G_E^2 G_Z^2 + \tau G_M^2 G_Z^2 - (1 - 4 \sin^2 \theta_W)\epsilon' G_E^2 G_M^2}{\epsilon (G_E^2)^2 + \tau (G_M^2)^2} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where

$$A_0 = -\frac{G_F Q^2}{4\pi \alpha \sqrt{2}}, \quad \epsilon = \frac{1}{1 + 2(1 + \tau)\tan^2 \frac{\pi}{2}}, \quad \text{and} \quad \epsilon' = \sqrt{\tau(1 + \tau)(1 - \epsilon^2)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

are kinematic quantities, $G_F$ the Fermi constant, $\sin^2 \theta_W$ the weak mixing angle, $-Q^2$ the four-momentum transfer squared, $\alpha$ the fine structure constant, $\tau = Q^2/4M^2$, $M$ the proton mass, and $\theta$ the laboratory electron scattering angle.

It’s convenient [4] to rewrite Eq. 2 as

$$A_{ep}/A_0 = Q_W^p + Q^2 B(Q^2, \theta)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $Q_W^p$ appears as the intercept, and the slope containing the hadronic structure is wrapped up in the $B(Q^2, \theta)$ term. This latter term can be determined from existing PVES data at higher $Q^2$, and is quenched at small $Q^2$. In order to make use of Eq. 4, it is assumed that the only significant energy dependent electroweak radiative correction $\Delta V_{\gamma Z}(E,Q^2)$ has first been subtracted from the asymmetry. Results of several recent calculations of this radiative correction are presented in table 1. There is good agreement about the magnitude of the correction. The most recent and most precise calculation [9] improved the precision through the use of parton distribution functions, and recent ed parity violation (PV) data from JLab [10]. Their result corresponds to a 7.8% ± 0.5% correction at the kinematics of this experiment to the Standard Model (SM) value of $Q_W^p (0.0710(7))$ [3].

3 The Experiment

A dedicated apparatus was constructed for this experiment [11] at JLab. The main components were a 35 cm long LH$_2$ target, a triple lead collimator system to define the acceptance, and a toroidal magnet used to separate elastic events from inelastic events at a focus where eight quartz Cerenkov detectors were arrayed around the beam axis. Retractable wire chambers [12] were situated before and after the magnet to characterize the $Q^2$ of the experiment. The regions between the target and the magnet, as well as the detector region, were heavily shielded. The experiment is shown part way through its installation in Fig. 1, before the shielding was in place.

The commissioning phase of the experiment reported here made use of a 1.155 GeV electron beam with longitudinal polarization of 89% ± 1.8%. The beam current was 145–180 µA. The mean scattering angle was 7.9° with an acceptance width of about ±3°. The azimuthal acceptance was nearly half of 2π. The experiment’s $Q^2$ was determined via simulation to be 0.0250 ± 0.0006 GeV$^2$. 
3.1 Polarimetry

After statistics, the next largest contribution to the uncertainty on the asymmetry is expected to come from the determination of the beam polarization. An existing Møller polarimeter [13] routinely provides percent-level precision in JLab’s Hall C. The polarimeter makes use of known analyzing powers provided by a fully polarized iron foil in a 3.5 T field. However, the measurement is invasive to the main experiment, and can only be performed at low beam currents. Therefore, a new Compton polarimeter was built for this experiment to complement the Møller polarimeter with a continuous, non-invasive and high current 1%/hour device. A circularly polarized green laser in a low gain cavity provides the known analyzing power. The agreement between the two polarimeters is well within their uncertainties.

3.2 Target

The most challenging component of the experiment was the liquid hydrogen target [14]. It had to satisfy the mutually opposing requirements of simultaneously being the highest power target in the world (>2100 W of beam power at 180 µA) while also providing the smallest density fluctuations ever achieved (< 50 ppm). The LH₂ was circulated in a closed loop by means of a centrifugal pump which provided a head of 1.1 psi at the design capacity of 15 l/s (1.1 kg/s). The LH₂ flow was directed transversely across the beam axis in the 34.5 cm long cell. All the scattered electrons in the experiment’s acceptance passed perpendicularly through the larger diameter convex exit window of the conical cell. The other elements of the loop were a 3 kW resistive heater, and a 3 kW counterflow hybrid heat exchanger which simultaneously made use of helium coolant supplied at 1.2 MPa and 14 K as well as 0.3 MPa and 4 K in order to achieve the required 3 kW overall cooling power. The target was held at 20.00 K and 0.22 MPa. The target cell was designed using computational fluid dynamics simulations in order to find the optimal geometry which minimized density fluctuations of the liquid along the beam axis of the conical cell, especially near the aluminum entrance and exit windows, which were 0.10 mm and 0.13 mm thick, respectively.
The measured density fluctuations were only 37 ± 5 ppm with 169 μA of beam dithered to a spot 4 x 4 mm² at the entrance to the target cell, and the target pump running at its nominal 28.5 Hz. This represented a very small part of the overall 236 ppm asymmetry width at this beam current. To help mitigate target noise, the beam polarization was reversed at 960 Hz for this experiment instead of the usual 30 Hz. The asymmetry width $\Delta A_{\text{quartet}}$ was measured over helicity quartets ($\pm\mp\pm\mp$). The statistical power of the experiment is proportional to $\Delta A_{\text{quartet}} / \sqrt{N_{\text{quartets}}}$. The measured contribution of the target noise to the asymmetry width in the experiment was determined in 3 independent ways, by varying either the beam current, the size of the beam at the target, or the speed of the pump which circulated the hydrogen across the beam axis. A plot showing the results of one of the pump speed variation studies is shown in Fig. 2.

![Pump Scan @ 169 μA, 4x4 mm Raster](image)

**Figure 2.** Variation of target noise with the target pump speed extracted from the measured variation of the quartz detector asymmetry width $\Delta A_{\text{quartet}}$, assuming the target noise contributed to $\Delta A_{\text{quartet}}$ in quadrature with a constant term. The red curve is a fit to the measured data and indicates that the target noise falls off only slightly faster than the inverse of the pump speed.

### 3.3 Detectors

Eight synthetic quartz detectors [15] were symmetrically arrayed around the beam axis at a radius of 3.4 m, 12.2 m downstream of the target. The azimuthal symmetry of the detectors helped to reduce errors from helicity-correlated beam motion and transverse beam polarization. Each of the 8 detectors were formed from 1 m long bars glued end to end. The resulting 2 m long bars were 18 cm wide and 1.25 cm thick, and were fronted with 2 cm of lead pre-radiator. Low gain 12.7 cm PMTs viewed the detectors via 18 cm long light guides at each end. The PMT anode current fed custom low noise I to V preamplifiers whose signals were digitized with 18 bit ADCs sampling at 500 kHz. During dedicated low current (0.1 - 200 nA) studies, different bases were used with the PMTs so that individual pulses could be counted along with the information from the drift chambers before and after the magnet. These low current studies were used to measure the $Q^2$ of the experiment, and to determine the detector response across the detector bars [12].

### 4 Analysis

The measured asymmetry was constructed from the charge normalized $ep$ yields $Y^\pm$ according to

$$A_{msr} = \frac{Y^+ - Y^-}{Y^+ + Y^-} + A_T - A_{reg}$$

(5)
where $A_T$ is the remnant transverse asymmetry explicitly measured with transversely polarized beam, and the regression correction $A_{reg}$ accounts for false asymmetries measured with natural and driven beam motion for $x$, $y$, $x'$, $y'$, and beam energy. The charge asymmetry was driven to zero with a feedback loop. Backgrounds were accounted for with explicit measurements of each of four background asymmetries $A_i$ and their dilutions $f_i$. The backgrounds arose from the aluminum target cell windows, the beamline, soft neutral background, and inelastic events. The largest background was from the target cell windows, where the measured dilution was 3.2% and the measured asymmetry for this background was 1.76 ppm. The final asymmetry was obtained from

$$A_{ep} = \frac{A_{msr}/P - \sum_{i=1}^{4} f_i A_i}{1 - \sum f_i}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Here $R_{tot} = 0.98$ accounts for the combined effects of radiative corrections, the non-uniform light and $Q^2$ distribution across the detectors, and corrections for the uncertainty in the determination of $Q^2$. $P$ represents the measured beam polarization of $0.890 \pm 0.018$. The total dilution $f_{tot} = \sum f_i = 3.6\%$. The final corrected asymmetry from the commissioning data reported here [16], comprising only about 4% of the data obtained in the experiment, is $A_{ep} = -279 \pm 35$ (statistics) $\pm 31$ (systematics) ppb.

5 Results

The result from the commissioning data reported here was combined with other PVES results [17–28] on hydrogen, deuterium, and helium in a global fit following the prescription in [4]. All PVES data up to $0.63 \text{ GeV}^2$ were used. Five free parameters were varied in the fit: the weak charges $C_{1u}$ and $C_{1d}$, the strange charge radius $\rho_s$ and magnetic moment $\mu_s$, and the isovector axial form factor $G^Z_A(T=1)$. The isoscalar $G^Z_A(T=0)$ was constrained by theory [29]. All the data were corrected for the energy dependence of the $\gamma$-$Z$ box diagram calculated in Ref. [9]. The small $Q^2$ dependence of the $\gamma$-$Z$ box diagram above $Q^2 = 0.025$ $(\text{GeV})^2$ was included using the prescription provided in Ref. [8] with EM form factors from Ref. [30]. To illustrate the fit, the $\theta$ dependence of the data was removed using Eq. 2, and the asymmetries were divided by $A_0$ (defined in Eq. 3). The resulting plot conforms to Eq. 4 and illustrates the quality of the global fit. The intercept of the fit at $Q^2 = 0$ is $Q^0_W(\text{PVES}) = 0.064 \pm 0.012$.

Figure 3. Global fit result (solid line) presented in the forward angle limit derived from this measurement as well as other PVES experiments up to $Q^2 = 0.63$ $(\text{GeV})^2$, including proton, helium and deuterium data. The additional uncertainty arising from the rotation is indicated by outer error bars on each point, visible only for the more backward angle data. The yellow shaded region indicates the uncertainty in the fit. $Q^0_W$ is the intercept of the fit. The SM prediction [3] is also shown (arrow).
Figure 4. Constraints on the neutral-weak quark coupling constants $C_{1u} - C_{1d}$ (isovector) and $C_{1u} + C_{1d}$ (isoscalar). The near horizontal (green) APV band constrains on the isoscalar combination from $^{133}$Cs data. The vertical (blue) ellipse represents the global fit of the existing $Q^2 < 0.63 \text{ (GeV)}^2$ PVES data including the new result reported here at $Q^2=0.025 \text{ (GeV)}^2$. The small (red) ellipse near the center of the figure shows the result obtained by combining the APV and PVES information. The SM prediction [3] as a function of $\sin^2 \theta_W$ in the $\overline{MS}$ scheme is plotted (diagonal black line) with the SM best fit value indicated by the (black) point at $\sin^2 \theta_W=0.23116$.

As described in Sect. 1, the weak charge of the quarks can be extracted by combining this result with measurements of the weak charge on other targets. An especially precise measure of the weak charge of $^{133}$Cs has been reported [31] which serves this purpose. The most recent atomic corrections to this result are those of [32]. Combining our result with the corrected APV result yields $C_{1u}=-0.1835 \pm 0.0054$ and $C_{1d}=0.3355 \pm 0.0050$, with a correlation coefficient -0.980. Combining the $C_1$'s to extract the neutron’s weak charge yields $Q^p_W(PVES+APV)=-2(C_{1u} + 2C_{1d})=-0.975 \pm 0.010$. Both $Q^p_W$ and $Q^n_W$ are in agreement with the SM values [3] $Q^p_W(SM) = 0.0710 \pm 0.0007$ and $Q^n_W(SM) = -0.9890 \pm 0.0007$.

The commissioning results reported here are derived from only about 4% of the data that were collected for the full experiment. The full results should be available in late 2014.
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